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Introduction
The EM analyses are for the window, under vacuum at one megawatt and include variations in the shapes of the cooling fins, the surface treatment of the window elements themselves, the cooling fin tip treatment, the window pitch angle, and the waveguide effects. One advantage of the distributed cooled window is its extensibility to higher power levels. Results in the modeling efforts are presented showing the EM field concentrations (which then will feed into the thermal analysis), the energy scatteringh-eflection, the transmitted launch angle variation as a function of physical geometry, and the spatial energy distribution and loss as a function of time and position.
The goal of this project is to analyizdmodifyhterate the design of the distributed cooled window and to perform time domain based coupled EM thermomechanical analysis. Comprehensive comments reguarding experimental work performed using the window on high power (megawatt) tubes were not available in time for this Digest.
'

Thermal-mechanical Modeling
Initial results of the thermal and suess/strain cdculations u'crz obtained using 2-D analysis codes for a subsaniplz of thc cells i n the distributed cooled window array.
The sapphire dielectric elements are gold brazed to the niobium cooling fins to prevent vacuum or coolant loss. The water coolant makes a single pass through the cooling fins under pressure and is responsible for not only dissipating the heat from the dielecmc but also from the cooling fins and especially the fin tips. The cooling fin wall thickness is one of the constraints on the cooling channel size.
During the RF exposure, the dielectric (via absorption heating) and cooling fins (via ohmic heating) heat up disproportionally to the rest of the structure and stress / strain calculations were performed to gauge the severity of these effects.
Thermal Calculations
Calculations to date have been 2-D and steady state. This smplification rests on the empirical observatlon that the coolant in a prototype cell only heats up a "few" degrees. The assumption is that the coolant temperature remains at a constant 298 K and therefore represents a constant heat uansfer coefficient between the niobium and the water. Table 2 presents the results for the 1 10 and 170 GHz cases. The maximum temperatures for the cooling channel material were in the tip region that was at the farthest point from the coolant and is the first part of the window in the RF stream. The fractional power dissipated in the various materials was 52% for the Niobium, 33% for the Gold, and 15% for the sapphire. Table 2 Temperature maxima in the various materials increase with frequency Stresses and strains are well below material limits design, but they may be overly sensitive to manufacturing tolerances, which is undesirable.
, Table 2 Temperature maximums in the various materials show elevations a t higher frequencies. Stresses and strains are well below material limits.
Stress calculations were performed using the thermal results noted above. The effective stress for the (relatively) ductile Nb and the maximum principal stress for the brittle sapphire are shown in Table 2 . It is seen that the calculated stresses are much less than the tensile strengths of the materials.
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EM Modeling
The electromagnetic modeling efforts centered on using the 2.5D Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) EM modeling codes [3] developed at LLNL over the course of many years. Time domain codes were used such that results could be coupled into thermo-mechanical codes and events monitored as a function of time.
Since the FDTD codes use a regular cell structure, initial activities were performed to gauge the noise level of a classical single disk window compared to the analytic solution. Since the geometry of this configuration lies along the principal axes of the model space, the solution was expected to be limited by computational noise and sampling errors. Note also that for this configuration, the theoretical single disk window maximum power reflectivity off of the front face is 25.6% while the model predicts 25.8%. On key aspect in the analysis of the distributed cooled window is it's similarity in reflectance to the single disk window which allows for simple analytic determination for the bulk of the design. Figure 4 shows the power reflectivity curve near the match point for the single disk window and the distributed cooled window. The reflectivity of the distributed cooled window is not precisely zero because of the various scattering mechanisms mentioned earlier.
Conclusions
Computational electromagnetic modeling results for the distributed cooled high power window are very good, predict very low reflectivity, and agree with preliminary measurements.
Initial computational models noted a sensitivity to idealistically perfect windows but these issues have been addressed. Thermal calculations indicate that the only problems occur with isolated thermal regions in the window and could be sensitive to manufacturing techniques. This problem can be overcome for a multi-megawatt use with suitable coolant flow or channel design although present designs are suitable for the one megawatt power level. Initial diagnostic experiments performed by General Atomics [ 1 J indicate that the EM performance of the window should be as expected. High power tests are forthcoming.
